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Although much work has been conducted to understand the role of disease in dynamics of bighorn sheep, it would seem some of the underlying and fundamental principles of population ecology have been discounted. For example, even in the presence of disease, populations are
still subject to density-dependent limitation in forage as populations grow, and for that matter, interactions may exist among density dependence, animal nutrition, and disease. Indeed, immune function and nutrition may well be tightly linked and thereby, may lend some ecological
and environmental context to when epizootic dieoffs may occur in chronically infected herds.
Our aim with the Bighorn Sheep Nutrition/Disease Study is to explore the interface between nutrition and disease, while calibrating nutritional levels associated with animal-indicated nutritional carrying capacity (NCC) in bighorn sheep. Since March 2015, we have employed a
longitudinal design to data collection across the Jackson, Dubois, and Cody sheep herds in northwestern Wyoming to connect seasonal changes in nutritional condition, reproduction, survival, recruitment of young, presence of respiratory pathogens, and immunocompetence.
Although efforts are still underway to analyze and process current data, a few meaningful and yet, intriguing patterns have emerged. In brief:
1) Based on seasonal changes in nutritional condition, Dubois sheep are apparently nutritionally limited on summer range and yet experience adequate winter conditions. Meanwhile, Jackson summer ranges appear robust with winter ranges being less so, whereas Cody ranges fall
out somewhere in between. Notably, in the absence of a longitudinal and dual-capture approach, these underlying patterns that have led to our current considerations would have remained entirely unseen.
2) Recruitment of young in Dubois during 2016 was surprisingly low and costs of lactation (when they are successful) are higher in Dubois than the other ranges, providing further evidence for concerns of summer range. Thus, the shift in focus towards distinguishing factors
contributing to poor performance on summer ranges in Dubois, especially in comparison with Jackson where summer ranges are superior.
3) Nutritional condition of animals in Jackson appears to be declining (both spring and autumn), which is connected with declines in pregnancy—evidence of a population approaching NCC and a potential dieoff?
4) Autumn condition of lactating females from the 3 herds falls around the point of animal-indicated NCC for sheep in the Sierra Nevada, with Dubois sheep consistently being below that level. Does this suggest that ranges in NW Wyoming exhibit comparable levels of NCC as those
in the Sierra Nevada? Regardless, it lends optimism towards establishing animal-indicated NCC for our Wyoming sheep with potentially boosting the sample size with sheep from the Sierra Nevada. Knowledge of this anchor-point is fundamental to establishing nutritionally based
strategies of population and habitat management, and for assessing whether populations are regulated by nutrition or extrinsic (i.e., predation) factors.
5) In March 2015, antioxidant levels differed across the herds. Although unclear as of yet what this indicates, it could be connected to differences in immune function across the ranges.
6) Although there are some differences across ranges, seasonal nutritional condition is strongly linked to pregnancy, recruitment of young, and seasonal change in condition.

Problem to be Solved:
Although much work has been conducted to understand the role of disease in dynamics of bighorn sheep, it would seem some of the
____________________________________________________________________________________
underlying and fundamental principles of population ecology have been discounted. For example, even in the presence of disease,
____________________________________________________________________________________
populations are still subject to density-dependent limitation in forage as populations grow, and for that matter, interactions may exist
among
density dependence, animal nutrition, and disease. Indeed, immune function and nutrition may well be tightly linked and
____________________________________________________________________________________
thereby, may lend some ecological and environmental context to when epizootic dieoffs may occur in chronically infected herds.

Describe How You Propose Solving Problem:
_Given
______current
_______observations,
____________our
___aim
____is
__to
__continue
_________to__unravel
_______the
___processes
__________underpinning
____________the
____
_dynamics
_________of
__these
______herds
_____by
___maintaining
___________our
___longitudinal
___________study
_____design
_______and
___increasing
__________our
________
_efforts
______to
__understand
___________contributions
____________of__summer
________ranges
______and
____role
____of
__pathogens,
___________especially
_________in
______
_Dubois
_______and
____Jackson.
________Notably,
________our
___objectives
__________correspond
__________directly
_______to
___needs
______outlined
_______in
__The
________
Wyoming Plan by the State-wide Bighorn/Sheep Domestic Sheep Interaction Working Group
(2004).
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ultimately, population growth to calibrate models of animal-indicated NCC for Wyoming sheep.
This will provide managers with tools to assess the proximity of populations to NCC.
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and________________
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E-mail:
survival, recruitment of young).
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changes associated with disease, nutrition, and immunocompetence.
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Are
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member
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______
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for animals in Dubois and Jackson ranges.
5) Assess survival and cause-specific mortality of newborn sheep in Dubois herd to elucidate
the relative roles of nutrition, habitat, predation, and disease on recruitment of young.
6) Assess survival and cause-specific mortality of newborn sheep in Jackson herd to elucidate
the relative roles of nutrition, habitat, predation, and disease on recruitment of young to
provide a parallel comparison to Dubois in a system where summer ranges are known to be of
higher quality and yet similar pathogens exist.
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